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Abstract 
Kosinska, U., 2007. Salvage enzymes in nucleotide biosynthesis: Structural studies on three 
bacterial thymidine kinases and human uridine-cytidine kinase 1. Doctoral dissertation 
ISSN 1652-6880, ISBN 978-91-576-7348-0 
 
Balanced pools of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), the building blocks of 
DNA, and ribonucleoside triphosphates (NTPs), the precursors of RNA, are crucial for a 
controlled cell proliferation. The dNTPs and NTPs are synthesized de novo via energy-
consuming reactions involving low-weight molecules, and through a salvage pathway by 
recycling (deoxy)ribonucleosides originating from food and degraded DNA and RNA. The 
enzymes described in this thesis catalyze the first reaction in the salvage biosynthesis of 
dNTPs and NTPs. 
 
The crystal structures of three bacterial thymidine kinases (TKs) are described and the 
enzymes are investigated as potential targets for antibacterial therapies. TK is a 
deoxyribonucleoside kinase (dNK) with specificity for thymidine. In addition to the natural 
substrates, TK can also phosphorylate a number of nucleoside analogs used in antiviral and 
anticancer therapies. This thesis presents the structures of TKs from three pathogenic 
microorganisms:  Ureaplasma urealyticum (parvum),  Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus 
cereus, and compares them to the human thymidine kinase 1 (hTK1). The bacterial TKs and 
the hTK1 are structurally very similar and have a highly conserved active site architecture, 
which may complicate structure-based drug design. However, the different complex 
structures presented in this work provide information regarding the conformational changes 
of TK1-like enzymes during the time of reaction. 
 
The structure of human uridine-cytidine kinase 1 (UCK1) is also presented. Humans 
possess two uridine-cytidine kinases, UCK1 and UCK2. The expression pattern of these 
enzymes is tissue dependent, and despite high sequence as well as structural similarities 
they possess somewhat diverse substrate specificity. In addition to the natural substrates, 
uridine and cytidine, UCKs are able to phosphorylate a number of nucleoside analogs. The 
monomeric structure of UCK comprises four domains: a CORE domain, an NMP-binding 
domain, a LID domain and a β-hairpin domain, which upon substrate binding undergo 
dramatic conformational changes. In the structure described in this thesis the enzyme has 
been trapped in an intermediate conformation between a fully opened and fully closed form, 
which may represent a sequential mode of substrate binding. 
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Foreword 
Proteins play a central role in many biological processes and deserve their name, 
which comes from the Greek prota or proteios meaning of primary importance or 
first place. Functions such as structural support, storage, transport of chemical 
compounds, regulation of metabolic processes, signaling from one cell to another, 
mobility and defense against foreign substances, are all carried out by proteins. 
Moreover, proteins catalyze most of the chemical reactions that take place in cells. 
Such proteins are termed enzymes. 
 
The primary sequence, which subsequently determines the three dimensional 
structure of the protein, is determined by the genetic code in the form of DNA. 
Furthermore, the function of a protein is strongly dependent on its structure. Thus 
to establish a complete picture of biological processes we need to combine 
molecular biology with biochemistry and structural biology. Three methods are 
mainly used for protein structure determinations; electron microscopy, nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR), and X-ray crystallography. Electron microscopy can 
be applied in studies of large complexes of biological macromolecules, but the 
resolution limit is still too low for detailed structural studies. The limiting factor of 
NMR is the size of the biomolecule of interest, while the major obstacle of 
crystallography is obtaining well-diffracting crystals. Since no size limit exists in 
crystallography, this method has an application for structure determination of a 
variety of large assemblies of biological macromolecules. An example of such an 
assembly that recently regained large attention is the protein-DNA-RNA complex 
of the RNA polymerase for which Roger D. Kornberg was awarded the Nobel 
Prize in Chemistry in 2006. The first applications of X-ray crystallography on 
biological macromolecules reach 50 years back in time. At that time John C. 
Kendrew and Max F. Perutz were the foremost leading explorers of protein 
crystallography. In 1962 they were awarded the Nobel Prize for their 
determination of the myoglobin and hemoglobin structures. Yet another highly 
dedicated pioneer who has left deep footprints on protein crystallography is 
Dorothy C. Hodgkin. Her work resulted in the structure determination of insulin, 
but also the biologically significant substances like penicillin and vitamin B12, for 
which she was awarded the Nobel Prize in 1964. 
 
Today there are more than 35 000 structures solved by X-ray crystallography 
deposited in the Protein Data Bank, reflecting the immense advance of 
crystallography. In this thesis, the structure determination and biological relevance 
of six out of the 35 000 structures are described. The work presented here focuses 
on structural studies using X-ray crystallography on enzymes involved in the 
synthesis of deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs), the precursors of DNA, 
and nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs), the precursors of RNA. In particular three 
bacterial thymidine kinases originating from Ureaplasma urealyticum,  Bacillus 
cereus and Bacillus anthracis were investigated. By combining molecular biology 
with structural studies the aim was to investigate these enzymes in the light of 
future design of anti bacterial agents. Additionally, human uridine-cytidine kinase   10
1 was investigated in collaboration with Structural Genomics Consortium at 
Karolinska Institutet in Stockholm. 1. Synthesis of (deoxy)ribonucleoside 
triphosphates 
DNA replication and repair strongly depends on a balanced pool of the four 
deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs). The dNTP pools fluctuate during the 
cell cycle, increase for the period of DNA synthesis (the S-phase), and reach their 
lowest concentrations in the post-mitotic G0 phase. A general estimate is that 
pyrimidine dNTP pools are often larger than purine pools (Traut, 1994). The 
dNTP pools are in a way self regulated such that dNTPs control the activities of 
dNTP synthesizing enzymes via routes of feedback inhibition or allosteric 
regulation. Additionally, the dNTP pools may be kept balanced by regulating the 
amounts of enzymes responsible for their synthesis through cell cycle dependent 
expression and degradation. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of nucleotide metabolism. The salvage pathway recycles deoxyribonucleo-
sides (dNs) and ribonucleosides (Ns) from nutrients, and degraded DNA and RNA, whereas 
low-molecular weight compounds make the starting materials in the de novo synthesis.
NMPK
 
 
Most organisms have two pathways for dNTP synthesis, de novo and salvage, 
but some, for example Ureaplasma urealyticum, have to solely rely on salvaging 
enzymes to maintain balanced dNTP pools. The de novo synthesis uses low-
molecular-weight precursors to build up nucleotides whereas the salvage pathway 
recycles deoxyribonucleosides (dNs) from degraded DNA. Figure 1 gives a 
schematic representation of dNTP synthesis and shows how the two pathways 
meet at the junction when ribonucleoside diphosphates (NDPs) are reduced to 
deoxyribonucleoside diphosphates (dNDPs) by ribonucleotide reductase (RNR). 
Before NDPs reach RNR for the irreversible reduction, they are formed from 
small molecules such as glutamine, asparagine, aspartate, glycine, tetrahydrofolate 
derivatives, phosphoribosylpyrophosphate (PRPP), ammonia and CO2. Purine 
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nucleotides (adenosine and guanosine) are synthesized at the nucleotide level such 
that the purine ring is assembled on the ribose, while pyrimidine nucleotide 
(uridine and cytidine) synthesis takes place on the free base level. The final 
products of the de novo synthesis are nucleoside monophosphates (NMPs). As for 
dNs, there is also a salvage route for the synthesis of NMPs, in which nucleosides 
from food and degraded RNA are phosphorylated to the corresponding nucleoside 
monophosphates (NMPs). 
 
1.1 Enzymes in the de novo pathway 
1.1.1 Ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) 
Extensive studies of the mechanism, allosteric regulation, physiology and 
evolution of RNR have been performed and several reviews are available with the 
latest by Nordlund and Reichard (Nordlund & Reichard, 2006). RNR plays an 
important role in converting RNA precursors into DNA precursors by catalyzing a 
radical dependent reduction of the 2’-hydroxyl of ribonucleoside diphosphates. On 
the basis of their mode to generate the radical, the RNRs are divided into three 
classes. Class I RNRs contain a dinuclear iron center which generates and 
stabilizes a tyrosyl radical, class II enzymes use adenosylcobalamin to produce the 
radical, while class III enzymes harbor a [4Fe-4S] center, which together with S-
adenosyl methionine and reduced flavodoxin generates a glycyl radical. All three 
classes can be found in microorganisms, where class III is restricted to anaerobic 
microorganism. Eukaryotes possess only class I RNRs. 
 
Human RNR, a class I RNR, is a tetramer composed of two dimers R1 and R2. 
The R2 dimer is the smaller of the two dimers which generates and stores the 
radical. Upon substrate binding to the reaction site situated in the R1 dimer, the 
radical is transferred from R2 to a conserved cysteine residue in the reaction site in 
R1. The radical abstracts a hydrogen atom from the 3’-carbon of the ribose and 
produces a substrate radical. Electron transfer then generates a 2’-
deoxynucleotide. Since RNR reduces all four ribonucleotides (ADP, GDP, CDP 
and UDP) a rigorous regulation mechanism is required to control the enzyme in 
order to prevent dNTP pool imbalance. Thus, in addition to the reaction site, the 
large subunit has an overall activation site and a specificity site. The overall 
activation site works like a general on/off switch such that an ATP molecule 
bound to that site activates the enzyme while a dATP molecule turns it off. The 
specificity site determines which substrates will be processed by RNR. The type of 
ribonucleotide to be reduced depends on whether ATP, dATP, dTTP or dGTP is 
bound at the specificity site. Besides the allosteric regulation of RNR, the enzyme 
activity is also regulated by cell cycle dependent expression and degradation of the 
small subunit R2 (Chabes & Thelander, 2000; Chabes et al., 2003). In resting cells 
a p53-induced R2, p53R2, substitutes for the normal R2 and forms an active 
complex with R1 to supply the cell with dNTPs required for DNA-damage repair 
(Guittet et al., 2001). 
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1.1.2 De novo synthesis of dTTP involves dCMP deaminase, thymidylate 
synthase and dUTPase 
The synthesis of three (dATP, dGTP and dCTP) of the four DNA precursors is 
rather straight forward involving reduction of the ribonucleoside diphosphate by 
RNR and subsequent phosphorylation to the final deoxyribonucleoside 
triphosphate. The de novo synthesis of dTTP, however, requires additional steps 
where deoxycytidine and deoxyuridine nucleotides are remodeled to form dTTP. 
This conversion involves thymidylate synthase (TS), dCMP deaminase and 
UTPase (Reichard, 1988). TS catalyzes the conversion of dUMP to dTMP, which 
requires oxidation of 5,10-methylenetetrahydrofolate to dihydrofolate, and thus TS 
is dependent on an active dihydrofolate reductase. dCMP deaminase is an 
allosterically regulated enzyme activated by dCTP and inhibited by dTTP. It is the 
major supplier of dUMP and controls the relative amounts of dCTP and dTTP. A 
further route to provide TS with dUMP is provided by the reaction of dUTPase 
which cleaves dUTP to dUMP and a pyrophosphate. Moreover, the action of 
dUTPase effectively prevents dUTP accumulation which could lead to 
incorporation of uracil into DNA. In prokaryotic cells formation of dUMP takes 
place at the dCTP level where a dCTP deaminase produces dUTP which is further 
hydrolyzed to dUMP by dUTPase. 
 
1.2 Enzymes in the salvage pathway 
An alternative route to the de novo biosynthesis of (d)NTPs is the less energy 
demanding salvage pathway, in which (d)Ns are recycled to form their 
corresponding triphosphates. During the salvage pathway, extracellular (d)Ns 
originating from degraded cells or nutrients are transported into the cell via non-
specific nucleoside carrier proteins (Plagemann, Wohlhueter & Woffendin, 1988) 
and undergo three successive phosphorylation steps. In the first step 
deoxyribonucleoside kinases (dNKs) and ribonucleoside kinases (NKs) 
phosphorylate deoxyribonucleoside or ribonucleosides, respectively. Addition of 
negative charges in form of phosphates traps the phosphorylated nucleosides 
inside the cell, and therefore this step is often described as the rate limiting step. 
This provides substrates for subsequent phosphorylation steps catalyzed by 
nucleoside monophosphate kinases (NMPKs) followed by nucleoside diphosphate 
kinases (NDPKs). 
 
1.2.1 Deoxyribonucleoside kinases (dNKs) 
1.2.1.1 Human dNKs 
There are four dNKs in human cells: deoxyguanosine kinase (dGK), 
deoxycytidine kinase (dCK), thymidine kinase 1 (hTK1), and thymidine kinase 2 
(TK2) (Arnér & Eriksson, 1995; Eriksson et al., 2002). Two of these, dGK and 
TK2, are found in mitochondria, while the other two, dCK and hTK1, are 
cytosolic. These enzymes have partially overlapping substrate specificities, but a 
general division into purine and pyrimidine specific dNKs may be made. The two 
thymidine kinases, hTK1 and TK2 are strict pyrimidine kinases. The cytosolic   14
hTK1 only phosphorylates thymidine (dT) and deoxyuridine (dU), whereas the 
mitochondrial TK2 in addition to dT and dU can also phosphorylate deoxycytidine 
(dC). Deoxycytidine kinase may also be considered as a pyrimidine kinase 
although in addition to dC it is also active with deoxyadenosine (dA) and 
deoxyguanosine (dG). Finally, dGK is a purine kinase, but in addition to dA and 
dG can also phosphorylate dC. Moreover, a range of clinically important 
nucleoside analogs are phosphorylated, and thereby activated, by dNKs. 
 
Several nucleoside triphosphates can act as phosphate donors, with ATP being 
accepted by all dNKs. The activities of dNKs are controlled by feedback 
regulation. The triphosphate of the most preferred ribonucleoside acts as feedback 
inhibitor for the corresponding dNK, such that hTK1 and TK2 are inhibited by 
thymidine triphosphate (dTTP), dCK is inhibited by deoxycytidine triphosphate 
(dCTP) and dGK by deoxyguanosine triphosphate (dGTP) and deoxyadenosine 
triphosphate (dATP) (Arnér & Eriksson, 1995; Eriksson, et al., 2002; Ives, Morse 
& Potter, 1963). 
 
Based on their amino acid sequences dNKs form two distinct groups. One of the 
groups, the dNK-group, consists of sequences of human dCK, dGK, TK2 and their 
homologs. The second group only includes sequences similar to the cytosolic 
hTK1, thus the homologs of hTK1 described in this thesis will be referred to as the 
TK1-like enzymes. 
 
1.2.1.2 dNKs in other organisms 
The set of deoxyribonucleoside kinases as well as their preferences for phosphate 
acceptors differs among organisms. Drosophila melanogaster (Munch-Petersen, 
Piskur & Søndergaard, 1998), Bombyx mori  (Knecht et al., 2002a) and Anopheles 
gambiae (Knecht et al., 2003) possess one multisubstrate dNK, with high 
activities with all four dNs. On the other hand, in E. coli only TK activity has been 
detected and neither dCK, dGK nor deoxyadenosine kinases  (dAK) were found 
(Karlström, 1970). This seems to be a common feature for Gram-negative bacteria 
where only TK1-like sequences have been identified (Sandrini et al., 2006). Most 
Gram-positive bacteria, in addition to TK, possess one or two dNKs with 
specificities for the remaining deoxyribonucleosides. Extensive studies have been 
performed on dNKs from Bacillus subtilis and Lactobacillus acidophilus. In 
addition to TK, B. subtilis has two homodimeric enzymes, a strict dGK which only 
accepts dG as substrate and a deoxyadenosine/deoxycytidine kinase (dAK/dCK) 
which is equally active with dA and dC (Andersen & Neuhard, 2001; Møllgaard, 
1980). A rather interesting set of dNKs is present in L. acidophilus strain R26 
which seem to lack the RNR, and thus relies on the salvage pathway for dNTP 
synthesis (Ives & Ikeda, 1998). Besides a TK, L. acidophilus has two 
heterodimeric dNKs, dGK/dAK and dCK/dAK, that assure the salvage of the 
remaining three deoxyribonucleosides dA, dC and dG. Each subunit of the 
heterodimeric dNKs is specific for the individual substrate and is feedback 
inhibited by the triphosphate of its preferred deoxyribonucleoside. In 
mycoplasmas, offspring of Gram-positive bacteria, the set of dNKs have been 
reported to contain two enzymes, TK (Carnrot et al., 2003) with specificity for dT   15 
and dU, and dAK showing specificity for dA, dC and dG, with the highest 
catalytic rate for dA (Wang et al., 2001). 
 
Yet another dNK that should be mentioned is the thymidine kinase from Herpes 
Simplex Virus type 1 (HSV1-TK). HSV1-TK phosphorylates dT and dU, but is 
also active with purine deoxyribonucleosides. Interestingly, in contrast to the 
dNKs described above, HSV1-TK catalyzes two subsequent phosphorylation 
steps, such that a dN is phosphorylated to a deoxyribonucleoside monophosphate 
(dNMP) and the dNMP is phosphorylated to deoxyribonucleoside diphosphate 
(dTDP) (Chen et al., 1979; Chen, Walker & Prusoff, 1979). Moreover, HSV1-TK 
is a specific activator of nucleoside analogs, of which acyclovir and gancyclovir 
are commonly used as antiherpetic drugs (Gentry, 1992). HSV-1 TK is extensively 
studied for its potential to be applied in suicide gene therapy. 
 
1.2.1.3 dNK structures 
Intensive structural work has contributed to broadening our understanding of the 
enzymatic activities of some of the dNKs. For a very long time HSV1-TK was the 
only dNK with known structure (Brown et al., 1995; Champness et al., 1998; 
Wild et al., 1995; Wild et al., 1997). The first eukaryotic dNKs to be structurally 
determined were the multisubstrate D. melanogaster-dNK and human dGK, 
shortly after followed by human dCK (Johansson et al., 2001; Sabini et al., 2003). 
At the structural, but not at the sequence level, HSV1-TK is related to the enzymes 
of the dNK-group sharing the overall fold and quaternary structure. However, 
there are important differences in and around the active sites which explain the 
substrate specificities harbored by these enzymes (Eriksson, et al., 2002; Knecht et 
al., 2002b; Sabini, et al., 2003). The first TK1-like structures, the mycoplasmic 
TK (Uu-TK) and human TK1 which are described in Paper I, revealed that TK1-
like enzymes are structurally unrelated to other dNKs. In following sections the 
structures of Uu-TK, Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus cereus TKs (Ba-TK and Bc-
TK) are described in detail and compared to hTK1 as well as other TK1-like 
structures that are now available i.e. TK from Clostridium acetobutylicum (Ca-
TK) (Kuzin, 2004), Vaccinia virus TK (Vv-TK) (El Omari et al., 2006) and an 
additional, independently determined hTK1 (Birringer et al., 2005). 
 
1.2.2 Ribonucleoside kinases (NKs) 
Just as there is a salvage pathway for deoxyribonucleosides, there are several 
ribonucleoside kinases that phosphorylate ribonucleosides and thereby provide an 
alternative way to the de novo synthesis of nucleotides and deoxyribonucleotides. 
Only adenosine kinase (AK) and uridine-cytidine kinase (UCK) are known to exist 
in human cells (Ropp & Traut, 1996; Singh et al., 1996; Spychala et al., 1996; 
Van Rompay et al., 2001). Adenosine kinase is specific for adenosine, while 
uridine-cytidine kinase, whose structure is described in this thesis, phosphorylates 
uridine and cytidine. No human guanosine kinase has been identified, but a 
guanosine kinase or guanosine-inosine kinase is present in E. coli, Trichomonas 
vaginalis and in potato (Harlow, Nygaard & Hove-Jensen, 1995; Katahira & 
Ashihara, 2006; Miller & Miller, 1991).  
 
1.2.3 Reaction mechanism of dNKs and NKs 
The general mechanism for the phosphorylation reaction catalyzed by dNKs and 
NKs is presented in figure 2. A glutamic or aspartic acid acts as general base and 
initiates the reaction by deprotonation of the 5’-hydroxyl group of the ribose or 
deoxyribose acceptor. The 5’-oxygen is activated to perform a nucleophilic attack 
on the γ-phosphate of the ATP molecule so that the phosphate may be transferred 
to create a (d)NMP and ADP. The transition state may be balanced by a Mg-ion 
and arginines and lysines that commonly occur in the reaction sites of dNKs and 
NKs (Johansson, et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2004; Wild, et al., 1997). 
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Fig.2. General reaction mechanism for phosphate transfer as catalyzed by dNKs. A similar 
mechanism takes place in NKs with the exception that the phosphate acceptor is a 
ribonucleoside instead of a deoxyribonucleoside and the catalytic base is an aspartate. 
Because of its high abundance ATP is considered as the biological phosphate donor, but other 
nucleoside triphosphates are also accepted as phosphate donors. The figure was reproduced 
from Eriksson et al. 2002. 
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1.2.4 Nucleoside monophosphate kinases (NMPKs) 
The second phosphorylation step is catalyzed by nucleoside monophosphate 
kinases (NMPKs) present in most organisms. The requirement for the sugar 
moiety to be a deoxyribose is not as strict as in dNKs, and thus NMPKs are able to 
phosphorylate NMPs as well as dNMPs. On the other hand, as with dNKs, 
NMPKs are base specific. Consequently, human cells possess a thymidylate kinase 
(dTMPK), uridylate-cytidylate kinase (UMP/CMPK), several isoforms of 
adenylate kinase (AMPK) and several guanylate kinases (GMPKs) (Van Rompay, 
Johansson & Karlsson, 2000). As with hTK1, dTMPK has strict phosphate 
acceptor requirements and can only phosphorylate thymidine monophosphate 
(dTMP) and deoxyuridine monophosphate (dUMP). Moreover, dTMPK is cell 
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cycle regulated, as is the case with hTK1 (Huang et al., 1994). Low or absent 
dTMPK activity has been detected in nonproliferating tissues while fast replicating 
tumor cells show elevated activities. Structurally the NMPKs are classified in the 
nucleoside monophosphate kinase family (Yan & Tsai, 1999) with a general 
monomeric structure comprising CORE, LID and NMP-binding domains. These 
domains are also present in human uridine-cytidine kinase (UCK) thus they will be 
described in more detail in the section presenting the UCK1 structure. The 
bacterial set of NMPKs differs from the human NMPKs by containing two 
separate enzymes for phosphorylation of (d)UMP and (d)CMP. Especially, 
bacterial UMPKs are interesting deviants from the nucleoside monophosphate 
kinase family, acting as hexamers and being structurally more similar to the 
carbamate kinase-like superfamily (Briozzo et al., 2005). 
 
1.2.5 Nucleoside diphosphate kinases (NDPKs) 
The third and last phosphorylation of (deoxy)ribonucleoside diphosphates to 
corresponding triphosphates is catalyzed by nucleoside diphosphate kinases 
(NDPKs). NDPKs are non-specific and readily phosphorylate ribose and 
deoxyribose purine and pyrimidine nucleotides. In contrast to (d)NKs and NMPKs 
which form ternary complexes of enzyme, phosphate donor and phosphate 
acceptor where the phosphoryl group is transferred from the donor directly to the 
acceptor, NDPKs follow a ping-pong mechanism where the phosphoryl transfer 
occurs via a phosphoenzyme intermediate (Gilles et al., 1991). A crystal structure 
of NDPK in complex with transition state mimicking Al3 describes the catalytic 
mechanism of phosphate transfer from the ATP onto an active site histidine (Xu et 
al., 1997). As reviewed by Lacombe and colleagues, humans possess eight NDPK 
encoding genes with tissue dependent expression and subcellular localization of 
the protein. Besides the classical NDPK activity, NDPKs have been assigned 
functions associated with cell proliferation, development, differentiation and 
metastasis suppression (Kimura et al., 2000; Lacombe et al., 2000). Eukaryotic 
NDPKs are homohexamers while some bacterial NDPKs are homotetramers. 
Nevertheless they are built up from similar dimers. The subunits of NDPKs from 
different organisms have highly similar 3D structures with the core of the 
ferredoxin fold (Janin et al., 2000). However, formation of heterohexamers has 
been observed in human erythrocytes where the two NDPK polypeptides, A and 
B, form several isoenzymes by random association of these isoforms (Gilles, et al., 
1991). 
 
1.3 Medical applications of the salvage enzymes 
In addition to playing an important function in synthesis of DNA and RNA 
precursor, dNKs and NKs are also activators of a number of nucleoside analogs 
used in cancer therapies and treatment of viral infections. Nucleoside analogs are 
derivatives of natural ribonucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides with 
modifications on the base and sugar moieties. They are harmless prodrugs which 
have to be phosphorylated in order to display their pharmacological effect. The 
first phosphorylation step is catalyzed by nucleoside and deoxyribonucleoside   18
kinase. This is an important step in the activation process of the analogs since 
addition of the negative phosphate to the analogs traps them inside the cell. 
Phosphorylated nucleoside analogs act as antimetabolites and compete with 
natural nucleotides and deoxynucleotides. They interact with and inhibit a range of 
enzymes involved in the synthesis of nucleic acids. Ultimately, the nucleoside 
analog triphosphates are incorporated into the DNA and RNA where they cause 
strand termination, which leads to apoptosis. 
 
1.3.1 Nucleoside analogs 
The oldest known nucleoside analogs are the fluorinated uracil and deoxyuracil 
analogs, 5-flourouracil (FU) and 5-fluorodeoxyuridine (FdU) (Heidelberger et al., 
1957). These chemical compounds are efficient inhibitors of DNA synthesis and 
are still common anticancer drugs. Combination of biochemistry and structural 
biology helped to elucidate the mode of action for FU and FdU as tumor killers 
and it is now known that these compounds act, via their metabolite 5-
fluorodeoxyuridine monophosphate (FdUMP), as irreversible inhibitors of 
thymidylate synthase (Ichikawa, 2006). Better understanding of the basis of action 
of nucleoside analogs has led to a great expansion of cytotoxic nucleoside analogs. 
Some of the currently used analogs in chemotherapies against cancer are 
fludarabine, cladirabine and gemcitabine. All three are initially phosphorylated by 
dCK while the above described FdU is activated by hTK1 phosphorylation 
(Galmarini, Mackey & Dumontet, 2002).  
 
Nucleoside analogs are also used in chemotherapy of virus infections (De 
Clercq, 2001). Several anti-HIV drugs are nucleoside analogs which after 
activation by human dNKs, NMPKs and NDPKs inhibit the reverse transcriptase 
reaction of HIV which results in viral DNA chain termination. One of the first 
nucleoside analogs to be approved for treatment of HIV-infections was zidovudine 
(3´-azidothymidine or AZT). Acyclovir, also known as zovirax, and gancyclovir 
are two commonly used and highly specific anti-herpes virus agents. Their high 
specificity stems from the fact that the first phosphorylation step is catalyzed by 
the virus-encoded HSV-TK. The triphosphates of the antiherpetic analogs target 
the viral DNA polymerase and act as DNA chain terminators. 
 
1.3.2 Suicide gene therapy 
Suicide gene therapy or gene-directed enzyme prodrug therapy (GDEPT) aims to 
increase the selectivity of prodrugs for cancer cells (Niculescu-Duvaz & Springer, 
2005). This is achieved by transfecting cancer cells with a foreign gene, which 
encodes a highly specific drug-activating protein, followed by administration of 
the prodrug. Only the transfected cells will be able to activate the prodrug and will 
finally get killed by its cytotoxic effect. This method, which is mainly suitable for 
treatment of solid tumors, is currently under development, where delivery of the 
gene to the target cells and control of the gene expression are the largest obstacles 
to be overcome. A number of enzyme/prodrug combinations have been explored, 
and the most studied system is the HSV-TK/gancyclovir combination where the 
gene is delivered in a replication deficient adenovirus.   19 
2. Bacteria of interest 
The enzymes whose structures are presented in this thesis originate from three 
microorganisms;  Ureaplasma urealyticum and two related bacillus species 
Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus cereus. These pathogenic organisms are described 
bellow. 
 
2.1 Ureaplasma urealyticum 
Ureaplasma urealyticum is a member of the class Mollicutes, commonly referred 
to as mycoplasmas. Members of this class evolved from Gram-positive bacteria, 
but lack a cell wall. They are the smallest-known free-living organisms. The 
capability of autonomous growth, simple cell structure and small genome make 
mycoplasmas an interesting tool for exploration of the minimal gene set required 
to sustain bacterial life. A characteristic of ureaplasmas, which divides them from 
other Mollicutes, is their ability to hydrolyze urea to ammonia and CO2. This 
reaction is catalyzed by urease and contributes to 95% of the ATP production, 
which is driven by the electrochemical gradient produced by the ammonium ions 
(Smith et al., 1993). 
 
U. urealyticum is an opportunistic pathogen commonly found in the urogenital 
tract of humans. It is described as causing urethritis, premature spontaneous 
delivery, meningitis and pneumonia in neonates (Waites, Katz & Schelonka, 
2005). U. urealyticum can be transmitted from the mother to the developing fetus 
in the uterus or to the neonate at delivery. The infections are especially severe for 
neonates and the treatment options available at present have a series of problems. 
The first major dilemma results from the risks of medical therapy applied to 
neonates because of potential drug toxicities. Furthermore, the therapy requires 
frequent isolation of the microorganism from the mucosal surfaces, which is 
difficult to do without causing pain to the newborn. The second problem linked 
with therapeutic treatment of U. urealyticum infections is antibiotic resistance. 
Because of the absence of a cell wall in mycoplasmas and their simple 
biosynthetic mechanism the range of potential antibiotics against U. urealyticum is 
very limited. β-lactam drugs that inhibit cell wall synthesis and are thereby 
frequently used against Gram-positive bacteria have, in the case of U. urealyticum, 
no effect. Chloramphenicol, which inhibits the elongation step in protein 
synthesis, is not recommended for use in medical treatment of neonates because of 
bone marrow toxicity. For the same reason, and additionally because of the 
frequent development of resistance, tetracycline is excluded as potential drug 
candidate. Additional difficulties to finding potent treatment, for mycoplasma 
infections in pregnant women and neonates are due to limited clinical studies of 
the efficacy of antibiotics. Nevertheless, macrolides, for instance erythromycin, 
are currently suggested to be the best choice of antibiotics (Waites, Katz & 
Schelonka, 2005). 
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The genome of U. urealyticum (serovar 3), the most common serovar in 
humans, has been fully sequenced by Glass et al. (Glass et al., 2000). U. 
urealyticum has a small genome comprising ~750 kb. Biological roles have been 
assigned to 53% of the 613 predicted protein-coding genes. Interestingly, no genes 
encoding for the de novo biosynthesis of purines and pyrimidines, and no gene for 
RNR have been identified in the U. urealyticum genome. This brings about the 
necessity to import nucleosides and to rely of the salvage pathway to keep up a 
stable dNTP pool for the DNA synthesis. Surprisingly, no transporters for bases or 
nucleotides have been identified, but these may still be found among the 
hypothetical U. urealyticum proteins that have 5 or more predicted transmembrane 
regions. In addition, there are genes missing in order to fulfill the salvage pathway 
of dNTPs i.e. no nucleoside diphosphate kinase or thymidylate synthase has been 
identified. However, glycolytic kinases such as 6-phosphofructokinase, 
phosphoglycerate kinase and pyruvate kinase have been suggested to be possible 
replacements for the missing nucleoside diphosphate kinases in mycoplasmas 
(Pollack et al., 2002). 
 
Two years after the genomic characterization, it was agreed that U. urealyticum 
should be divided into two species: U. urealyticum and U. parvum (Robertson et 
al., 2002). As a consequence of the reclassification U. urealyticum (serovar 3) was 
renamed to U. parvum. For consistency with early literature we have kept the old 
name, thus whenever in this thesis or in the papers attached to it U. urealyticum is 
mentioned it refers to U. parvum according to the new classification. 
 
2.2 Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus cereus 
Bacillus anthracis,  Bacillus cereus and Bacillus thuringiensis belong to the 
Bacillus cereus group of organisms commonly found in soil and the gut of soil-
dwelling invertebrates (Jensen et al., 2003). These species are genetically highly 
similar and their functional differences are mainly assigned to the genes carried on 
plasmids (Rasko et al., 2005). For instance B. thuringiensis possesses plasmids 
carrying genes coding for insecticidal toxins often produced as intracellular 
protein crystals. Loss of these plasmids would make B. thuringiensis 
indistinguishable from B. cereus. Similarly, the virulence of B. anthracis is due to 
the genes present on two plasmids pX01 and pX02 (Okinaka et al., 1999) which 
are absent in B. cereus or non-pathogenic B. anthracis strains. The plasmid pX01 
harbors genes coding for three toxic factors while pX02 encodes a poly-D-
glutamic acid capsule protecting the bacterium from phagocytosis (Jensen, et al., 
2003). As a means of survival through environmental stress the members of the B. 
cereus group form endospores which after up-take by the host germinate into 
vegetative, virulent bacteria, eventually killing the host. In particular spores from 
B. anthracis possess properties that make them attractive biological weapons i.e. 
they are resistant to heat, ultraviolet and ionizing radiation, high pressure and 
chemical agents, and in addition they are easy to produce in large quantities. 
 
B. anthracis is the etiological agent of anthrax, a disease that is primarily found 
among herbivores. The infection is communicated to man via contact with infected   21 
animals causing cutaneous anthrax, or from eating inappropriately prepared meat 
from anthrax-infected animals resulting in gastrointestinal anthrax. The latter is 
very rare and occurs mainly in Africa and in parts of Asia but it is considered to be 
one of the most severe forms of the disease with fatal prognosis. There is yet a 
third type of the disease, the pulmonary or inhalation anthrax. As with the 
intestinal anthrax, this form has very high mortality rate (>80%) and is difficult to 
treat because the infection may stay unrecognized until it is too late for treatment 
(Baillie & Read, 2001). 
 
Penicillin and doxycycline are currently used for the treatment of anthrax, but 
also chloramphenicol, erythromycin, tetracycline and ciprofloxacin can be used 
(Dixon et al., 1999). Doxycylcline and ciprofloxacin are also used in prophylactic 
treatment of patients with suspected exposure to anthrax spores, while persons at 
risk for exposure to anthrax spores are vaccinated. Patients suffering from 
cutaneous anthrax may require intravenous therapies. However, these therapies 
mainly focus on elimination of the bacteria and need to be combined with 
antitoxin therapies. 
 
B. cereus is often associated with food poisoning. Two types of food poisonings 
are caused by B. cereus. One is characterized by diarrhea and abdominal pain and 
the other is associated with nausea and vomiting. The incubation time is 8-16 h 
before the symptoms break out and usually last for 12-24 h. B. cereus infections 
are rarely reported or diagnosed, and thus it is difficult to estimate the extent of the 
bacteria. The most common food product that is contaminated by B. cereus and its 
heat-resistant spores is rice, but also other dried products such as spaghetti, dried 
milk and spices may be infected. In addition to food poisoning B. cereus causes a 
number of non-gastrointestinal infections. These are usually associated with 
patients with impaired immune defense, neonates, drug addicts or patients with 
surgical wounds or catheters (Kotiranta, Lounatmaa & Haapasalo, 2000). 
 
There is a variety of B. cereus virulent factors that cause food poisoning or play 
a role in non-gastrointestinal infections (Kotiranta, Lounatmaa & Haapasalo, 
2000). Both multi-component as well as single protein enterotoxins with 
hemolytic, cytotoxic, dermonecrotic, vascular permeability and fluid accumulation 
effects have been found in food poisoning associated strains, whereas strains 
causing non-gastrointestinal infections have been reported to express collagenase 
and proteases e.g. with an ability to hydrolyze hemoglobin. Furthermore different 
forms of β-lactamase have been detected in different strains of B. cereus 
explaining its residence to β-lactam antibiotics.    22
3. Thymidine kinase 
3.1 Human TK1 
The monomer of human TK1 (hTK1) comprises 234 amino acids and has a 
molecular weight of 25.5 kDa. Discrepant data regarding the native weight of the 
hTK1 is presented in the literature with some reports stating hTK1 to be a dimer 
whereas others provide evidence for a tetrameric form of the enzyme (Berenstein 
et al., 2000; Birringer et al., 2006; Munch-Petersen et al., 1991; Munch-Petersen, 
Tyrsted & Cloos, 1993; Sherley & Kelly, 1988a). This issue will be further 
discussed in the forthcoming sections. In contrast to other human dNKs, hTK1 is 
cell cycle regulated. The TK1 activity increases during the G1/S phase of the cell 
cycle when DNA is replicated, but strongly decreases during late mitosis when 
cell division takes place (Bello, 1974). The molecular mechanism for the cell cycle 
dependent activity of hTK1 was ascribed to posttranslational regulation, but is not 
dependent on the hTK1 mRNA levels as was previously suggested (Coppock & 
Pardee, 1987; Sherley & Kelly, 1988b). Moreover, it was demonstrated that the 
fluctuation in TK1 activity corresponds to changes in the levels of hTK1 protein 
rather than being due to protein inhibition, and a signal for mitotic degradation 
was localized to a region between 10 and 40 amino acids from the C terminus of 
the hTK1 (Kauffman & Kelly, 1991; Sherley & Kelly, 1988b). Kelly and co-
workers correctly hypothesized that the degradation of human TK1 could be 
mediated by a highly specific protease that was active only during the early G1 
phase of the cell cycle. Recently a detailed study has shown that the rapid 
degradation of hTK1 during the end of mitosis is dependent on anaphase-
promoting complex/cylosome (APC/C) mediated ubiquitinylation, activated by 
Cdh1 (Ke & Chang, 2004). The degradation of hTK1 is initiated through binding 
of the APC/C-Cdh1 complex to a KEN box motif at the C terminus of hTK1. 
Similar KEN box motives are found in other mammalian TK1-like sequences, 
which consequently also exhibit cell cycle dependent TK1 activities, but are 
absent in most bacterial and viral TK1-like sequences where the C termini are 
usually shorter. 
 
As already mentioned, hTK1 phosphorylates dT and dU, but also some 
nucleoside analogs: FdU, 3’-fluorodeoxythymidine (FLT) and AZT (Eriksson et 
al., 1991; Munch-Petersen, et al., 1991). A further medical application of hTK1 is 
as a biomarker for cancer diagnosis and post-operative follow-up studies. Elevated 
hTK1 activity and concentration have been observed in blood serum of patients 
suffering from various solid cancers as well as leukemia and lymphoma (He et al., 
2005). The concentration of serum hTK1 has been shown to be a particularly 
sensitive marker for detection and post-surgical monitoring of breast, gastric, non-
small-cell lung and bladder cancer (Gronowitz et al., 1984; He et al., 2000; Li et 
al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006; Zou et al., 2002). 
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3.2 Bacterial TKs 
Most bacteria, but not all, posses TK1-like enzymes (Saito & Tomioka, 1984; 
Saito, Tomioka & Ohkido, 1985; Sandrini, et al., 2006). The first bacterial TK to 
be biochemically characterized was from Escherichia coli where thymidine kinase 
is the only deoxyribonucleoside kinase present (Karlström, 1970). Recently TKs 
from  Ureaplasma urealyticum ( Uu-TK) and Bacillus anthracis ( Ba-TK) were 
cloned, purified and characterized (Carnrot, et al., 2003; Carnrot et al., 2006). Uu-
TK and Ba-TK consist of 223 and 195 amino acids respectively, and share 44% 
sequence identity. Both proteins share some enzymatic properties with human 
TK1 e.g. they are strictly pyrimidine specific and only phosphorylate dT and dU 
of the natural substrates and are feedback inhibited by dTTP. Compared with 
hTK1, Uu-TK and Ba-TK are less fastidious in their choice of phosphate donor, 
and besides ATP also accept GTP and other (d)NTPs. 
 
In the following section the structural studies of three bacterial thymidine 
kinases,  Uu-TK,  Ba-TK and Bc-TK are described. These enzymes have been 
trapped in different structural arrangements that are interpreted as conformational 
stages during the reaction pathway. The initiative to this work was based on 
expectations that the structural knowledge of TK1-like enzymes would contribute 
to future structure based drug design. As already described, lack of a de novo 
pathway for dNTP synthesis in U. urealyticum triggered the idea to use the 
salvage pathway in order to disturb the dNTP pools and consequently the DNA 
synthesis in the bacteria. Therefore, the possibilities of using Uu-TK in future anti 
bacterial therapies are evaluated. Finally, the sequential and structural relationship 
with hTK1 as well as other TK1-like structures is summarized. 
 
3.3 Uu-TK in complex with dTTP (Paper I) 
When our group commenced work on structure determination of thymidine kinase 
no homologous structures were known. Concurrent crystallization trials of human 
thymidine kinase 1 (hTK1) and thymidine kinase from U. urealyticum (Uu-TK) 
were initiated. The hTK1 and Uu-TK share 29% sequence identity, thus there was 
a possibility that once the structure of one thymidine kinase was solved it could 
provide a model for molecular replacement structure determination of the other. 
Very often things sound easier than they turn out to be and the most interesting 
proteins are often recalcitrant to crystallization. After two years of persistent 
attempts to grow well-diffracting crystals, hTK1 and Uu-TK, both in complex 
with their feedback inhibitor dTTP, were solved independently. The structure of 
hTK1 was solved with single isomorphous replacement with anomalous scattering 
(SIRAS) using gold as anomalous scatter, while the Uu-TK structure was 
determined with single wavelength anomalous diffraction (SAD) on 
selenomethionine (Se-Met) substituted enzyme. 
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3.3.1 Crystallization and structure determination 
The  Uu-TK was studied in collaboration with the department of Molecular 
Biosciences at SLU, Uppsala. Expression, purification and biomolecular 
characterization were performed by C. Carnrot (Carnrot, et al., 2003). Uu-TK 
crystallized easily in different kinds of PEGs, with or without addition of salts at 
neutral pH. Since the protein often formed micro crystals or crystal clusters, the 
difficulty was to make the enzyme form single-growing, sufficiently big, 
diffracting crystals. The Uu-TK was prone to precipitate in solution and the ability 
to form crystals diminished with time of storage at -80°C. Things were further 
complicated by the fact that Se-Met substituted protein had to be crystallized fresh. 
Screening with Hampton Research Additive Screen indicated that dithiothreitol 
(DTT) increased the size of the crystals. Se-Met substituted Uu-TK crystallized 
under very similar conditions to the native protein. In order to increase the size of 
Se-Met crystals streak seeding (Bergfors, 2003; Ducruix & Giegé, 1992; Stura & 
Wilson, 1990) was carried out. A seeding stock, prepared from a crushed crystal, 
was used to streak seed a drop that had been left to equilibrate for 2h. This gave 
rather large crystals, but as before, no single crystals were obtained. Using a 
micro-spatula, it was possible to separate the largest crystals and the structure of 
Uu-TK could be determined. 
 
3.3.1.1 How selenium turned out to be zinc – SAD phasing of Uu-TK 
Two data sets, one native and one SAD, were collected of Uu-TK in complex with 
dTTP. The crystals of native and Se-substituted Uu-TK were isomorphous and 
belonged to the monoclinic space group P21 comprising four subunits in the 
asymmetric unit. 
 
A highly redundant SAD data set was collected at the wavelength corresponding 
to the absorption energy at K-edge for selenium (λ=0.979Å, 12.66 keV). The 
crystals diffracted to approximately 3 Å and the anomalous signal was detectable 
to 4 Å resolution. Using data to 4 Å SHELXD (Schneider & Sheldrick, 2002) 
localized 12 heavy atom positions in the asymmetric unit with a sharp drop in 
occupancy between position 12 and 13. These sites where further refined in 
AutoSHARP (Bricogne et al., 2003; de La Fortelle & Irwin, 1997). Initially, all 12 
sites were thought to correspond to the selenium atoms, three for each monomer. 
The sequence of Uu-TK contains three methionine residues including the very first 
N-terminal residue. In the beginning of tracing of the polypeptide chain two of the 
heavy atom sites were assigned to Met21 and Met82, but the position of the third 
did not fit with the sequence. The first residue that was ordered was Ile11, which 
consequently strongly indicated that the third heavy atom site could not 
correspond to Met1. As the modeling proceeded it became clear that the third site 
did not correspond to a selenomethionine, but rather to a zinc ion, which was 
coordinated by three cysteines and one histidine. The anomalous contribution of 
zinc was possible since the absorption K edge for zinc is at a lower energy (9.66 
keV, λ=1.284) than for selenium. The presence of zinc ion was later on verified by 
atomic absorbance spectroscopy.  
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3.3.2 The structure of Uu-TK-dTTP 
The monomer is arranged in two domains; an α/β domain and a lasso domain (Fig. 
3A). The α/β domain is the larger of the two domains comprising 150 residues of 
the N-terminal part of the enzyme. The α/β domain is build up from a central, six-
stranded, parallel β-sheet flanked by a long α-helix on one side, and three shorter 
α-helices on the other side. The turn between β1 and α1 harbors a conserved 
phosphate binding motif, GXXXXGKS/T. The region connecting β2 with β3 
forms a β-hairpin which is perpendicular to the β-sheet, and is situated on the same 
side as the long α-helix. However, in two subunits this region is disordered and 
could not be traced. 
 
From the last β-strand of the central sheet, the chain continues to the lasso 
domain. The last 70 C-terminal residues fold into two perpendicular β-ribbons. 
The second ribbon, the longer one, opens up to form a big loop whose shape 
resembles a lasso. As will be described in the following section this domain 
mediates substrate binding, and because of its shape and function it was given the 
name lasso domain. The lasso loop is stabilized by two conserved residues, an 
arginine and a tyrosine. In contrast to the other residues found in the lasso loop, 
the arginine and tyrosine are the only two whose side chains are pointing into the 
middle of the loop and not towards the surface. The positioning of the β-ribbons 
with respect to each other is supported by a zinc ion. The metal is tetrahedrally 
coordinated by two cysteine residues of the first β-ribbon and one cysteine and 
one histidine residue situated after the second β-ribbon. The very last 10-15 
residues form into a C-terminal α-helix, which as will be shown, participates in 
tetramerization of Uu-TK. 
 
3.3.2.1 Catching the base with the lasso – the active site 
The active site is situated at the carboxy end of the central β-sheet, in between the 
α/β domain and the lasso domain. The thymidine base of the feedback inhibitor is 
buried in a deep, hydrophobic pocket, covered by the lasso loop. All the 
interactions between the base and the enzyme are with main-chain atoms of 
residues in the lasso and α/β domains. The side chain of the tyrosine, which was 
mentioned earlier as a lasso stabilizing residue, stacks against the thymine. Also 
the sugar moiety interacts only with the main chain of the enzyme. The 3’-
hydroxyl group makes hydrogen bonds with a conserved glycine in the lasso 
domain. The phosphates are more exposed and interact with the residues from the 
P-loop, where the only specific interaction with the ligand is provided by the side 
chain of a lysine residue. The negative charges of the phosphates are balanced by 
arginines, and in two subunits a Mg-ion is present in close proximity to the 
phosphates.  
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Fig. 3. The structure of Uu-TK. A) The monomer of Uu-TK with the feedback inhibitor 
dTTP. The dTTP binds as a bisubstrate analog with the base and sugar moieties in the 
acceptor site and the phosphates partly occupying the donor site. Structural Zn-ion is 
colored in gray and Mg-ion is in red. B) The tetramer of Uu-TK. C) The subunit-subunit 
interaction formed by an antiparallel helix pair. The subunits mainly interact via H-bonds 
formed between side-chain and main-chain atoms. D) The subunit-subunit interaction 
formed between the neighboring β-sheets. In addition to the interaction formed between the 
β−strands, helix α5 makes hydrophobic interactions with helices α2 and  α3 of the adjacent 
subunit.
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  263.3.2.2 Quaternary structure 
The Uu-TK forms a tetramer with 222 fold non crystallographic symmetry (Fig. 
3B). Two subunit-subunit interactions exist in the tetramer. One is formed 
between the long α-helices (α1) between neighboring subunits such that the 
helices make an antiparallel helix pair (Fig. 3C). The interactions are mainly 
provided through hydrogen bonds between side-chain and main-chain atoms. The 
second interaction, also formed in an antiparallel manner, is between the β-strands 
β6 and the helices α4 (Fig. 3D). The edge of the adjacent β-sheets interact through 
conserved hydrophobic interactions, salt bridges formed between an aspartic acid 
and an arginine, and hydrogen bonds between the side-chain nitrogen from a 
lysine residue in the strand of one subunit to the backbone oxygen in the other 
subunit. Moreover, a chain of water-mediated hydrogen bonds holds the subunits 
together. This subunit-subunit interaction is further strengthened by hydrophobic 
interactions formed between the C-terminal helix α5, which is stretched out and 
interacts with helices α2 and α3 in the neighboring subunit. 
 
3.4 The substrate complex of Uu-TK (Paper II) 
3.4.1 Crystallization and structure determination 
After determining the 3D structure of thymidine kinase, the next goal was to study 
the enzyme as potential drug activator and to further investigate the mechanism of 
phosphate transfer catalyzed by this enzyme. Attempts were made to co-crystallize 
Uu-TK together with a number of different nucleoside analogs, bisubstrate analogs 
such as P
1-(5’-adenosyl)-P
4-(5’-(2’-deoxythymidyl))-tetraphosphate, (AP4dT) and 
P
1-(5’-adenosyl)-P
5-(5’-(2’-deoxythymidyl))-pentaphosphate (AP5dT), as well as 
combinations of ADP and ATP analog adenosine 5’-[β,γ-methyleno]-triphosphate 
(AppCp) with dT (Fig. 4). Only the AppCp-dT crystals diffracted suitably for 
structure determination. As in Uu-TK-dTTP crystals, there were four subunits in 
the asymmetric unit and the space group was P21 with comparable cell parameters. 
The structure of this new Uu-TK complex was solved by molecular replacement 
using the inhibited Uu-TK as search model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AB CD
Fig. 4.  Crystals of Uu-TK co-crystallized with different ligands. A) ADP + 5-FdU 
B) AP4dT C) AP5dT D) AppCp + dT  
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3.4.2 The structure of Uu-TK-dT 
Only the substrate was bound to the Uu-TK and no density for the ATP analog 
was detectable. The phosphate donor site is occupied by water molecules and in 
one subunit by a Tris molecule. The overall structure of Uu-TK in complex with 
its substrate, dT, is highly similar to the inhibited enzyme. The main difference is 
focused to the phosphate binding area, where the flexible β-hairpin is absent or 
adopts a highly different conformation than observed in the dTTP complex. The 
substrate binds in the same manner as the base and deoxyribose moiety of the 
feedback inhibitor, with the thymine in a hydrophobic pocket between the α/β 
domain and the lasso domain. As for the dTTP molecule, hydrogen bond donors 
and acceptors of the thymine interact with the main-chain atoms of the enzyme 
(Fig. 5). The methyl group points towards the Cβ of a serine residue and is 
surrounded by other hydrophobic residues. In contrast to the dTTP complex, the 
side chain of Glu97 is directed into the active site and is hydrogen-bonded to the 
5’-hydroxyl group of the substrate. This conformation is in agreement with the 
proposed mechanism for phosphate transfer, where the glutamic acid plays the role 
of a catalytic base, as described in the introduction. A similar conformational 
change of the catalytic base, where the phosphates of the feedback inhibitor repel 
the side chain of the negatively charged glutamic or aspartic acid, has been 
described for the D. melanogaster-dNK (Mikkelsen et al., 2003) and UCK2 
(Suzuki, et al., 2004). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.  Two views of the acceptor binding site of Uu-TK. 
A) Thymidine interacts only with main-chain atoms of the enzyme. The methyl group  is in 
a hydrophobic environment surrounded by Cβ of Ser163, Leu124 and Met21. The side chain 
of Glu97 is H-bonded with 5’-OH  of the dT and may play the role as catalytic base. B) The 
thymidine base is surrounded by hydrophobic residues from the α/β domain and lasso 
domain.  
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Based on this structure we can confirm that the dTTP acts as a bisubstrate 
inhibitor, where the base and sugar moieties of the inhibitor are bound in the 
phosphate acceptor site and the phosphates partly occupy the phosphate donor site. 
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3.4.3 Uu-TK as drug target 
Uu-TK was investigated as potential prodrug activator. Several nucleoside analogs 
were tested as substrates or inhibitors of Uu-TK and the results were compared 
with hTK1 and put in light of the substrate complex of Uu-TK.  
 
The analogs that were studied included modifications either of the base 
(positions 3 or 5) or of the sugar (positions 2’ or 3’) (Fig. 6). The highest activity 
was obtained with 5-halogenated analogs. Substitutions as big as a cyclopropyl 
group at this position were accepted. Larger groups such as 5-(2-bromovinyl)-dU 
caused a significant decrease of activity, probably due to steric hindrance with 
residues that line the narrow pocket perfectly suited for a methyl group of dT. 
Analogs with alkyl modification at N3 position all showed lower activity 
compared with dT. Normally N3 is hydrogen-bonded to the carbonyl oxygen of a 
backbone residue in the lasso loop, but this interaction is lost with alkyl 
substitution. This prevents proper binding of the lasso loop which might be 
important for effective phosphorylation.  
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Fig. 6. The activity of Uu-TK with various substrate analogs. The percentage values 
indicated correspond to the enzyme activity with 100 µM analog as compared to the activity 
with 100 µM dT.
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When it comes to modifications of the sugar moiety, it was shown that analogs 
with small, polar groups at the 3’-position were accepted as substrate with about 
50% of activity retained, whereas nonpolar substitutions resulted in loss of 
activity. Similarly as for the N3 substitution this is connected with the possibility 
of hydrogen bond formation between the backbone of the lasso loop and the 
substrate. The 2’-position turned out to be the least suited for modification. 
Analogs altered at this position demonstrated the lowest activities of all analogs 
tested. The binding site is rather crowed around the 2’-position so the great loss of 
activity with these analogs was expected. 
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Two nucleotide analogs, 3’-fluoro-dT (FLT) and 3’-fluoro-5-cyclopropyl-dU 
(FCPU), showed slightly higher relative activities with Uu-TK than with hTK1. 
However, subsequent kinetic experiments showed that hTK1 was more efficient 
with these analogs as substrates than Uu-TK.  
 
Moreover, some of the nucleotides were tested for their ability to act as 
inhibitors for thymidine phospharylation. The Uu-TK and hTK1 show diverse 
abilities to withstand inhibition. For instance 5-fluoro-2’-deoxyuridine (FdU) gave 
a 20 times higher IC50 value (the concentration needed to inhibit 50% of the 
enzyme activity) for Uu-TK compared with hTK1. On the other hand, 2’-fluoro-
arabinosyl-5-iodo-2’-deoxyuridnie (FIAU) and 3’-azido-methyl-2’-
deoxythymidine (AZMT) showed approximately 5 times lower IC50 values for Uu-
TK than for hTK1. 
 
To summarize, we have seen that analogs with modification at 5- and 3’-
position were readily phosphorylated by Uu-TK, but at the same time these 
analogs were also equally well accepted as substrates by hTK1. In order for a 
compound to be considered as a potential therapeutic agent it must show a 
significantly different enzymatic pattern with the target enzyme than with the 
corresponding enzyme of the host. These results show that we are far from finding 
a good antibiotic that either would act as an exclusive substrate for Uu-TK or 
would be a selective inhibitor against Uu-TK. 
 
3.5 Thymidine kinase from B. anthracis and B. cereus (Paper III) 
The project on bacillus TKs was carried out in collaboration with the group of 
Prof. J. Piskur currently at the department of Cell and Organism Biology at Lund 
University, Sweden (Bc-TK) and with the group of Prof. S. Eriksson at the 
department of Molecular Biosciences at SLU, Uppsala, Sweden (Ba-TK). These 
groups kindly provided us with the material for structural studies. 
 
Thymidine kinases from B. cereus and B. anthracis have 96% sequence identity. 
In addition to five C-terminal amino acids, the enzymes differ by three residues. 
These residues are situated far from the active site, they are not part of the 
tetramerization regions, and do not, in any other aspect, affect the structures of the 
enzymes. Hence, Bc-TK and Ba-TK may be considered as structurally identical. 
 
3.5.1 Crystallization and structure determination 
The Bc-TK crystallized in a variety of conditions, forming different crystal forms 
(Fig. 7), but it was only the bipyramidal crystals, grown in a high concentration of 
2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol (MPD), that diffracted. Similarly, the crystals of Ba-TK 
adopted a bipyramidal morphology and likewise Bc-TK grew in an organic 
precipitant, 1,2-propanediol. 
 Both the Ba-TK and the Bc-TK crystals belonged to the tetragonal space group 
I4122 with the asymmetric unit comprising one subunit. However, the crystal 
packing differs significantly for the Ba-TK and Bc-TK, which is mirrored in the 
difference in the cell parameters. The structure of Ba-TK was solved by molecular 
replacement using a polyalanine model of Uu-TK. Subsequently, the structure of 
Bc-TK was solved using the structure of Ba-TK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 7. Different crystal forms of Bc-TK. 
The data were collected from the bipyrami-
dal crystals, which resemble the Ba-TK 
crystals.   
 
 
3.5.2 The structure of Ba-TK 
The monomer of Ba-TK is highly similar to the Uu-TK monomer (Fig. 3). The 
structures can be superimposed with root-mean-square distance (r.m.s.d.) of 0.8 Å 
for 165 Cα atoms. The substrate, dT, is bound in the same way as described for 
Uu-TK, with the base in a hydrophobic environment created by residues from the 
α/β and the lasso domains. The side chain of the catalytic base, Glu89, takes the 
same conformation as the corresponding residue in the substrate complex of Uu-
TK, towards the active site, and forms a hydrogen bond with the 5’ hydroxyl 
group of the deoxyribose. There was no electron density for the β-hairpin 
(residues 46-68) situated in the α/β domain and this is the only part of the structure 
missing in the model. A tetramer, equivalent to the Uu-TK tetramer, is formed by 
application of symmetry operators. 
 
3.5.3 The structure of Bc-TK 
The overall topology of Bc-TK is not surprisingly highly similar to Ba-TK and 
Uu-TK. However, a few interesting differences exist which need to be highlighted. 
The Bc-TK was co-crystallized with the feedback inhibitor, dTTP, hence, it was 
very intriguing to find the acceptor site empty and instead discover clear density 
for a nucleoside triphosphate at the phosphate donor site. Since a high 
concentration of ATP was used during one of the purification steps, the density 
was initially thought to represent an ATP molecule. However, the possibility that 
the density represented the dTTP molecule bound backwards compared to its 
binding as a feedback inhibitor was not ruled out, and both ligands were 
considered during the refinement process. Judging from the electron density 
corresponding to the base and sugar moieties, the ligand was interpreted as a dTTP 
molecule. According to the biochemical data available for Uu-TK (Carnrot, et al., 
2003) and hTK1 (Ives, Morse & Potter, 1963), dTTP is strictly an inhibitor and 
does not act as phosphate donor in TK1-like enzymes. Thus, it was surprising to 
find the dTTP mimicking a phosphate donor in the Bc-TK structure. However, 
later characterization of the Ba-TK showed that this enzyme may use dTTP as 
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phosphate donor, but to a lower degree than ATP (Carnrot, et al., 2006). Shortly, it 
became clear why dTTP was bound as a phosphate donor and not as a feedback 
inhibitor despite the fact that it has a much higher affinity for the acceptor site than 
for the donor site. During the final runs of refinement, electron density, too big to 
correspond to a water molecule, became visible in the acceptor site in the exact 
position for the base of a substrate or feedback inhibitor. The density was assigned 
to represent an MPD molecule, which was used as crystallizing agent. Finding 
MPD at or near the active sites is not unusual and has been reported for a number 
of structures. A review of MPD as crystallizing agent is available (Anand, Pal & 
Hilgenfeld, 2002). 
 
Although the acceptor site was occupied by an MPD molecule, the ligand did 
not provide sufficient hydrogen bonding partners to stabilize the lasso loop. 
Consequently, the lasso loop is in an open conformation. Similar flexibility in the 
lasso loop is present in the structure of thymidine kinase from C. acetobutylicum 
(Ca-TK) in complex with ADP (Kuzin, 2004), where parts of this region are 
missing in the model. In Bc-TK the open conformation of the lasso was stabilized 
by crystal contacts which enabled tracing the entire loop. 
 
Let us now move to the phosphate donor binding site, where the most interesting 
conformational differences are found. An occupied donor site influences the 
conformation of the tetramer. The tetramer of Bc-TK is not as compact as the 
tetramer of Ba-TK, or of any other TK1-like enzyme with an empty donor site. 
The distance between two subunits at the helical interaction is 3 Å wider in Bc-
TK, and this allows the base of the dTTP to stack between two phenylalanine 
residues, one from each subunit (Fig. 8). The separation of the subunits and the 
stacking interaction of the phosphate donor base between hydrophobic residues of 
neighboring helices are in agreement with the Ca-TK structure in complex with 
ADP. The opening of the tetramer, or formation of a less tight tetramer, is 
necessary to create space for the base of the nucleotide to stack between the 
adjacent helices. Moreover, the open tetramer prevents steric clashes that 
otherwise would occur between the P-β-hairpins of neighboring subunits, and 
between the residues situated on the tip of the P-β-hairpin and the neighboring α-
helix. Moreover, the phosphates of the donor provide stabilizing binding 
possibilities for the residues in the P-β-hairpin. Accordingly, the P-β-hairpin could 
be fully traced in the Bc-TK structure, and the tip of the hairpin hydrogen bonds 
with phosphates of the dTTP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
12.5Å
Fig. 8. The distance between two subunits at the helical interaction is 3 Å wider when the 
phosphate donor is bound as in Bc-TK with dTTP (A), compared to when the donor site is 
unoccupied as in Ba-TK with dT (B). In Ba-TK with dT in the acceptor site the lasso loop is 
closed down over the active site, whereas in Bc-TK the loop has an open conformation. The 
distances in the figure are measured between Cα−atoms of residues 23 and 26 of the neigh-
boring helices.
A
9.6Å
B
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.6 Comparison of TK1-like enzymes 
3.6.1 Amino acid comparison 
Amino acid sequence alignment divides bacterial TKs in two groups: the TKs 
from Gram-negative bacteria and TKs from Gram-positive bacterial including 
mycoplasmas (Fig. 9). The sequence identity is 60-70% within each group but 
only around 20-30% between the groups. Some of the conserved motifs, both of 
enzymatic and structural importance, were identified first after the TK-structures 
were determined. Below, the TK sequences of Gram-positive and Gram-negative 
bacteria are compared and discussed. The analysis is based on 11 TK sequences 
from Gram-positive bacteria, 10 mycoplasmic TKs and 5 TKs from Gram-
negative bacteria. An alignment of selected sequences is provided in figure 9. A 
similar sequence relationship in TK1-like kinase of bacterial origin has been 
reported (Sandrini, et al., 2006). 
 
  The phosphate binding motif, P-loop (GXXXXGKS/T)(Saraste, Sibbald & 
Wittinghofer, 1990) is the only conserved region among all dNKs including 
enzymes of both the dNK-family and TK1-like enzymes. It is situated on the loop 
connecting the first β-strand, β1, with the first α-helix, α1. The residues of this 
region take part in positioning the phosphates of the phosphate donor and ligate 
the phosphates of the feedback inhibitor. The significance of the lysine has been 
ascertained by numerous mutation studies of a number of GTP/ATP binding 
proteins where the mutants demonstrated decreased enzymatic activity and 
reduced substrate affinity (Reinstein, Schlichting & Wittinghofer, 1990; Sigal et 
al., 1986; Tian et al., 1990). In Vv-TK, substitution of the conserved lysine by a 
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hydrophobic isoleucine decreased the ATP affinity and led to loss of enzymatic 
activity (Black & Hruby, 1990a). The first glycine in the P-loop is substituted with 
a serine in Gram-negative bacteria. A small, polar residue at this position should 
not cause any major steric hindrance for ATP binding and the hydroxyl group of 
the serine residue should be able to interact with the oxygen atoms of the 
phosphate groups. Changing any of the glycines to valine residues, however, was 
shown to significantly lower the enzyme activity, probably because the larger 
valine residues hinder the access of ATP to the binding site or cause 
conformational changes of the protein (Black & Hruby, 1990a; Liu & Summers, 
1988; Reinstein, Brune & Wittinghofer, 1988). 
 
The region of the P-β-hairpin contains five conserved residues (D51, R53, S60, 
R61 and G63 using the numbering of the Uu-TK sequence). In those TK structures 
where this region is visible, it can be observed that the aspartic acid (D51) 
hydrogen bonds with the 3’-hydroxyl group of the acceptor deoxyribose. The side 
chain of one of the arginines (R53) points toward the active site and it is likely that 
this residue will stabilize the transition state. The second arginine (R61) is in most 
Gram-positive bacteria substituted by a histidine. In the structure of Bc-TK this 
residue is positioned at the tip of the P-β-hairpin and together with the preceding 
serine hydrogen bond to the phosphate donor. 
 
Approximately 80 residues from the P-loop there is a conserved DEXQF motif 
is in all bacterial TKs. Generally there are four hydrophobic residues before the 
aspartic acid in Gram-positive bacteria but three in Gram-negative. It has been 
suggested that the corresponding aspartic acid residue in Vv-TK (D82) is involved 
in Mg-binding (Black & Hruby, 1992). The available TK1-like structures reveal 
that the corresponding aspartic acid indeed is oriented toward the metal, but the 
distance between the magnesium ion and the side chain is rather long to be 
considered as a metal-ligand bond. The glutamic acid which follows the 
asparagine has been suggested to act as the catalytic base which deprotonates the 
5’-hydroxyl group of the deoxyribose (Papers I & II), while the phenylalanine is 
one of the hydrophobic residues of the acceptor binding site. The glutamine has a 
structural role. 
 
Further conserved motifs among bacterial kinases are situated at the C-terminal 
part of the sequence. Black and Hruby made an early observation (Black & Hruby, 
1990a; Black & Hruby, 1992) that all the TK1-like sequences that were available 
at that time, contained a conserved cysteine residue (C170 in VvTK, C191 in Uu-
TK and C183 in Ba-TK/Bc-TK). Incorrectly, they speculated that this residue was 
involved in nucleophilic attack on ATP or in ligating the Mg ion. The structures of 
TK1-like enzymes have made us attentive to two Zn-binding motifs, CXXC and 
CXXC/H similar to those in other well known, zinc-containing proteins such as 
the tumor repressor p53 (Cho et al., 1994) or the glucocorticoid receptor (Härd et 
al., 1990), as well as the adenylate kinases of Gram-positive bacteria (Berry & 
Phillips, 1998; Gilles et al., 1994). In between the two zinc pairs there are two 
additional, structurally important and highly conserved residues - an arginine and 
a tyrosine. These are the residues holding up the lasso loop. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Sequence alignment of TK1-like sequences from mycoplasmas (U. urealyticum 
(Q9PPP5),  M. pneumoniae  (NP_109732.)), Gram-positive bacteria (B. anthracis (Q81JX0),        
B. cereus (DQ384595), C. acetobutylicum (NP_349490), C. perfringens (NP_563120), L. mono-
cytogenes (NP_466067)), Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli (NP_415754), Y. pestis (NP_405720)) 
and human (P04183). The secondary structure elements and the sequence numbering shown 
above the alignment correspond to Uu-TK. The P-loop, the Mg-binding and the Zn-binding 
motifs are boxed. Residues indicated with a star stack the base of the phosphate donor, a 
triangle indicates the conserved residues in the P-β-hairpin, while the squares indicate the 
Tyr-Arg couple, which stabillizes the lasso loop. The catalytic base is in bold. Residues that 
take part in the subunit-subunit interactions are shown against gray background. It is interest-
ing to notice that TKs from the Gram-positive   C. perfringens and L. monocytogenes align 
with TKs from Gram-negative bacteria. The alignment was made using ClustalW (Chenna et 
al., 2003), and Alscript (Barton 1993).
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So far we have not come across any major discrepancies between the Gram-
positive and Gram-negative TK sequences. However, the residues involved in the 
binding of the adenine moiety of the ATP differ. As is observed in the structures 
of Bc-TK (Paper III) and Ca-TK (Kuzin, 2004), the base of the phosphate donor is 
stacked between two hydrophobic residues, one from each adjacent subunit. At the 
equivalent positions in Gram-negative bacteria there is an asparagine and a 
glutamic acid. There is no structure of any TK from Gram-negative bacteria 
available, but it is clear that these organisms will bind the phosphate donor in a 
different way. 
 
Also residues involved in subunit–subunit interactions differ between Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria, but these differences will most likely not 
affect the oligomeric form of the TKs. The β-sheet interaction involves the 
E/DXXhXK/E motif, situated on strand β6, and an arginine situated in the second 
Zn-binding pair, CRXC/H. The hydrophobic residue, Xh, is predominantly a 
valine in Gram-positive bacteria, whereas Gram-negative prefer a leucine or 
isoleucine at this position. The subunits interact through van der Waals 
interactions between the hydrophobic residues and by hydrogen bonds formed 
between the glutamic or aspartic acid and arginine, and between lysine or glutamic 
acid and main chain atoms. The subunit interaction formed between α-helices 
involves hydrogen interaction between side chains and the main-chain atoms. In 
Gram-positive bacteria there are two arginines that interact with the backbone of 
the neighboring α-helix. In Gram-negative bacteria, these arginines are substituted 
by glutamine and asparagine, thus the possibility to form similar subunit 
interactions as in Gram-positive bacteria is retained. 
 
Finally, the hydrophobic active site residues will be explored. In general all the 
phenylalanines that build up the active site are well conserved, but the 
hydrophobic residue situated on the lasso loop (I178 in Uu-TK ) is in Gram-
negative bacteria a polar glutamine. Furthermore, the position near the methyl 
group of the thymine differs among TKs. In Uu-TK there is a serine residue 
(S163) whereas other Gram-positive bacteria, as well as hTK1, have a threonine at 
this position. In Gram-negative bacteria, valine is the most frequent residue at this 
position. Interestingly, C. perfringens has an asparagine facing the methyl group 
of the thymidine. The effect of these alterations on the enzymatic activity has not 
yet been explored. 
 
3.6.2 Structural comparison 
3.6.2.1 Comparison of bacterial TKs with hTK1 
Despite moderate sequence identity between the bacterial TKs and hTK1, below 
30%, the 3D structures are highly similar, indicating a common ancestor. The 
subunits of hTK1 and Uu-TK may be superimposed with an r.m.s.d of 1.2 Å for 
147 Cα atoms. Like the bacterial TKs described in this thesis, the crystal structure 
of hTK1 is a tetramer with comparable subunit-subunit interactions as illustrated 
for the bacterial TKs (Paper I; Birringer, et al., 2005). Also the topology of the 
monomer is similar to the bacterial TKs (Fig. 3). The P-β-hairpin region is only 
visible in one monomer of the available hTK1s (Birringer, et al., 2005) and is very   37 
dissimilar from the β-hairpin observed in bacterial TKs. In hTK1 this region folds 
into two short α-helices that are involved in crystal packing, thus the unusual 
conformation might be a result of crystallization. The lasso loop, which has not 
been found in any other protein, is slightly shorter than in Uu-TK and other 
bacterial TKs. Since a C-terminally truncated hTK1 was used for structure 
determination, there is no structural data for the last 41 residues of the hTK1, 
which in hTK1 harbors the KEN sequence predicted to serve as ubiquination 
ligase signal involved in mitotic degradation of hTK1 (Ke & Chang, 2004). A 
model for this part of the enzyme is provided by the full-length Uu-TK structure. 
 
3.6.2.2 Bc-TK compared to Ca-TK 
The structures of Bc-TK with dTTP and Ca-TK in complex with ADP (but empty 
acceptor site) (Kuzin, 2004) are so far the only TK1-like structures with occupied 
phosphate donor sites. In agreement with what we have observed in the Bc-TK, 
the lasso loop of Ca-TK is in an open conformation and the tetramer shows a 
similar, loose conformation as in Bc-TK. The distance between the α-helices that 
make up the helical subunit interface is equivalent to the Bc-TK, but longer than in 
Uu-TK, Ba-TK and hTK1. 
 
3.6.2.3 Search for structural relatives to TK1-like enzyme family 
A DALI (Holm & Sander, 1993) search reveals that the α/β domain of TKs is 
structurally more related to enzymes from the RecA-F1ATPase family (Story, 
Weber & Steitz, 1992), in particular CobA (Bauer et al., 2001), rather than to 
other dNKs (Fig. 10A,B). The α/β domain of TK1-like enzymes differs from the 
α/β domain of dNKs in strand order, the number and size of α-helices and in the 
architecture of the active site. The lasso loop is substituted by a helical domain and 
an arginine rich LID domain, which cover the active site (Fig. 10C). Despite the 
structural differences pointing to a different evolutionary origin, TK1-like 
enzymes and dNKs catalyze the phosphorylation of deoxyribonucleosides in a 
similar way and all are feedback inhibited by the end products of the salvage 
pathway.  
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Fig. 10. Superposition of Uu-TK (in orange) 
on A) CobA, B) RecA and C) human dGK 
with dATP. The r.m.s.d. value for the 
superposition of the α/β domain of Uu-TK 
on CobA is 1.5 Å for 87 Cα atoms , on RecA 
is 1.5 Å for 88 Cα atoms, and on dGK is 1.8 
Å for 60 Cα atoms. In panels A and B the 
view is down on the carboxy end of the β−
sheet and only the α/β domain of the Uu-TK 
is shown. In panel B only the α/β domain of 
RecA is shown.
 
 
3.7 Concluding remarks 
3.7.1 Conformational changes through the reaction 
The different complex structures of thymidine kinases presented in this thesis 
allow us to speculate about the conformational changes that occur during the 
course of reaction. The monomer may be considered to consist of three domains: a 
rigid α/β domain and two flexible domains, the P-β-hairpin and the lasso. The 
flexible domains become stabilized upon ligand binding. When the enzyme is 
empty, awaiting the substrates to bind, both the lasso loop and the P-β-hairpin are 
unordered and the active site is accessible for the substrates (Fig 11A). As soon as 
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substrate, while the phosphate donor stabilizes the P-β-hairpin (Fig 11B). The 
flexible domains are also stabilized by the feedback inhibitor, such that the lasso is 
closed down over the active site (Fig 11C). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
AB C
Fig. 11. Different conformations of TK1-like enzymes. A) Awating the substrates - lack of 
stabilizing interactions from the ligands leaves the lasso loop open. The  P-β-hairpin could 
not be traced. B) Ready for the reaction to take place - both substrates, ATP and dT, are bound 
and stabilize the lasso and the  P-β-hairpin in their closed conformations.  C) Inhibited - the 
feedback inhibitor occupies both the phosphate acceptor and phosphate donor sites. The 
lasso is closed  and the P-β-hairpin has a slightly different conformation than in the active 
form. The model in panel A is a combination of the α/β domain from Ba-TK and the open 
lasso domain of Bc-TK. In panel B the α/β domain from Bc-TK  was combinde with the lasso 
domain of Ba-TK. ATP was modeled based on the dTTP binding in Bc-TK. Panel C shows 
Uu-TK with dTTP.  
 
3.7.2 Quaternary structure 
The quaternary structure of TK1-like enzymes has for a long time been a matter of 
debate. In the beginning of the 1980s, Hruby and Ball suggested that the vaccinia 
virus TK acts as a tetramer (Hruby & Ball, 1982), which some years later was 
verified by a number of biomolecular techniques (Black & Hruby, 1990b). 
However, contradictory results exist regarding the quaternary structure of the 
hTK1. It was shown that hTK1 forms dimers in the absence and tetramers in the 
presence of ATP (Munch-Petersen, Tyrsted & Cloos, 1993). Both the dimeric and 
the tetrameric forms were active, but showed different enzymatic properties. 
However, the hTK1 has also been reported to form tetramers regardless of the 
ATP incubation (Birringer, et al., 2006). Considering bacterial thymidine kinases, 
the Uu-TK and Ba-TK have been reported as dimers in solution (Carnrot, et al., 
2003; Carnrot, et al., 2006), but Ba-TK and Bc-TK have also been shown to form 
tetramers (Paper III). Nevertheless, all available crystal structures of TK1-like 
enzymes demonstrate similar tetrameric arrangement. The formation of the 
tetramer is independent of the space group and we can rule out that the tetramer is 
an artifact of crystallization. The oligomeric state of TK1-like enzymes might be a 
matter of concentration, but so far no unambiguous experiment has proven this to 
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be a correct assumption. From the structural point of view both the tetramer and 
the dimer should be able to exhibit enzymatic activity. The most probable dimer 
would in this case be the one formed by the β-sheet subunit-subunit interaction. 
This dimer would comprise two separate active sites with the bases of the 
phosphate donors partly exposed.   41 
4. Uridine-cytidine kinase 
Uridine-cytidine kinase (also called uridine kinase, uridine monophosphokinase, 
cytidine monophosphokinase; EC 2.7.1.48) catalyzes the phosphorylation of 
uridine or cytidine to their corresponding nucleoside monophosphates, UMP and 
CMP respectively. UCK exists in most cells and tissues, and  it has been observed 
that tumor cells generally express higher levels of UCK than normal cells 
(Herzfeld & Raper, 1979). Ehrlich ascites cells showed the highest activities of the 
enzyme, and therefore, most of the early work on UCK, was done with isolates 
from this particular type of tumor cells. 
 
UCK was proposed to be allosterically regulated, involving inhibition by CTP 
and UTP, and activation by ATP (Cheng, Payne & Traut, 1986). It was suggested 
that the feedback inhibitors, CTP and UTP, through binding to a regulatory site 
different from the active site, promoted dissociation of the active tetramer into 
inactive monomers. One of the substrates, ATP, was believed to reverse the effect 
of the feedback inhibitors, and to promote tetramer formation. Moreover, the 
transformation between the different polymeric states was proposed to be 
temperature dependent. However, new biochemical data (Ropp & Traut, 1998) 
and structural studies (Suzuki, et al., 2004) proved the hypothesis of allosteric 
activation wrong. Instead, it was shown that the feedback inhibitors act as 
bisubstrate analogs by occupying the phosphate acceptor site along with part of 
the phosphate donor site, and no dissociation of the tetramer upon inhibitor 
binding could be detected (Suzuki, et al., 2004). 
 
Cloning and expression of cDNA encoding UCK has facilitated the molecular 
characterization of the enzyme. Firstly, cDNA encoding UCK from mouse brain 
was cloned and expressed (Ropp & Traut, 1996), which was followed by cloning 
and expression of human UCK cDNA (Koizumi et al., 2001; Van Rompay, et al., 
2001). Two separate enzymes were identified and named UCK1 and UCK2 (Van 
Rompay, et al., 2001). UCK1 consists of 277 amino acids while UCK2 is 
somewhat shorter and contains 261 amino acids. This gives predicted molecular 
weights of 31 and 29 kDa for UCK1 and UCK2 subunits, respectively. The amino 
acid sequence identity between UCK1 and UCK2 is about 70%. 
 
Kinetic properties have been determined showing preferred phosphate acceptors 
and donors of the recombinant UCKs (Van Rompay, et al., 2001). Both enzymes 
are strict pyrimidine kinases, only phosphorylating uridine and cytidine, with 
higher Vmax with cytidine. Moreover, UCK1 exhibited 3- to 6-fold higher KM 
values for uridine and cytidine, and based on the kcat/KM values, was less efficient 
than UCK2. Both ATP and GTP act as efficient phosphate donors, and it has been 
reported that also deoxyribose triphosphates may act as phosphate donors. 
 
Interestingly, it was found that the expression of UCK1 and UCK2 is tissue 
dependent. High levels of UCK1 were detected in liver, kidney, skeletal muscle 
and heart and low amounts were found in brain, placenta, small intestine and 
spleen. On the other hand only low levels of UCK2 were measurable in placenta   42
(Van Rompay, et al., 2001). There are no clear explanations to this tissue specific 
expression but it is speculated to be coupled with regulatory processes.  
 
In addition to the natural substrates, UCK1 and UCK2 phosphorylate a number 
of nucleoside analogs, but with different phosphorylation efficiency (Van 
Rompay, et al., 2001). Recent studies reveal that UCK2, but not UCK1, is 
responsible for the phosphorylation of nucleoside analogs. Especially interesting 
for their antitumor activities are cyclopentenylcytosine (CPEC), which was 
undertaken for clinical trials in 2000 (Verschuur et al., 2000), and 3’-
ethynylcytidine (ECyd), which entered clinical trials in 2004 (Murata et al., 2004). 
In order to display their pharmacological effect, both these nucleoside analogs 
require activation through phosphorylation by UCK and subsequent kinase. ECyd-
triphosphate targets RNA Polymerase (Kang et al., 1989), while CPEC-
triphosphate has been shown to contribute to decreased CTP pools probably by 
acting as a CTP synthetase inhibitor (Tabata et al., 1997). Inhibition of RNA 
synthesis makes these analogs more efficient against slow growing solid tumors, 
where only a minor fraction of the cells is in the S phase and inhibition of the 
DNA synthesis is not possible.  
 
4.1 Structure determination of UCK1 (Paper IV) 
As part of the structure determination strategy practiced at Structural Genomics 
Consortium (SGC) a variety of UCK1 constructs were undertaken for 
crystallization trials. The constructs were designed based on domain boundary 
analysis using software created at SGC, and the UCK2 structure. Several 
constructs in the presence and absence of natural ligands (phosphate acceptors, 
phosphate donors, products and combinations thereof) gave rise to needle shaped 
crystals. These crystals belonged to the monoclinic space group C2 encompassing 
eight monomers in the asymmetric unit, giving rise to low quality diffraction data 
with the best resolution reaching 3 Å. 
 
The structure of UCK1 described here is based on a construct with N-terminal 
and C-terminal deletion of 21 and 35 amino acids, respectively. Particularly, the 
removal of the C-terminal residues facilitated better crystal packing, which 
resulted in hexagonal crystals belonging to the space group P6222, with one 
monomer in the asymmetric unit. The protein was crystallized in the presence of 
CMP. To some crystals the second product, ADP, was soaked in.  
 
The structure of UCK1 was solved by the molecular replacement method using 
one subunit of the product bound UCK2 as the search model. After several cycles 
of model building and refinement TLS refinement (Winn, Isupov & Murshudov, 
2001) with 5 groups was applied, which lowered the R and Rfree by approximately 
4% each. The TLS groups were obtained from the TLS Motion Determination 
server based on thermal motion of the model (Painter & Merritt, 2006). 
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4.2 The structure of UCK1 
4.2.1 Overall structure 
Human UCK1 is a member of the NMPK fold family, and is build up from four 
domains: the CORE, the NMP-binding domain and the LID domain (Fig. 12A). In 
addition to the classic NMPK domains, UCK1 has a fourth domain, which folds to 
a long β-hairpin and aligns with one edge of the β-sheet. The CORE domain is an 
α/β domain with a central, five stranded parallel β-sheet with two helices on each 
side. The CORE domain comprises the phosphate binding loop, or P-loop 
(G30GTASGKS37), which is situated in the junction between the first strand and 
the first helix of the enzyme. Two helical domains cover the CORE at the carboxy 
end of the central β-sheet. One of these domains is the NMP-binding domain, 
which includes one α-helix with surrounding loops. The second domain that 
covers the CORE is the LID domain consisting of two long helices joined by a 
loop making an antiparallel helix pair. Together, these domains make up the active 
site as described by Suzuki et al. (Suzuki, et al., 2004). The acceptor is recognized 
by the residues located in the NMP-binding domain, the β-hairpin and the LID 
domain. 
 
4.2.2 Quaternary structure 
Uridine cytidine kinase is a tetramer with 222 fold symmetry (Fig. 12B). There are 
two main types of subunit-subunit interaction. One is formed between helix G and 
strand 5 of the neighboring residues (Fig. 12C). The strands are aligned in an 
antiparallel way so that the two five-stranded β-sheets of bordering subunits form 
one ten-stranded β-sheet within the tetramer. The helices are not aligned to make 
an antiparallel helix-pair as is the case in thymidine kinases, rather they are tilted 
relative to each other and the subunit interaction is located at the C-termini of the 
helices. The second interaction is between the helices (helix E and helix F) in the 
LID domain. The interacting helices form a four helix bundle attached by 
hydrophobic and hydrophilic interactions (Fig. 12D). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 12. The structure of UCK1. A) The monomer of UCK1. B) The tetramer. C) The 
subunit- subunit interaction formed between strand 5 and helix G of each subunit. D) The 
four helix bundle subunit interaction.
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4.2.3 Ligand binding 
Although UCK1 was crystallized in presence of CMP there is only minor electron 
density corresponding to the ribose and phosphate moieties of the ligand. The 
density corresponding to the ligand is weaker in the crystals that were allowed to 
stay longer in the mother liquor before harvesting. Comparable observation was 
made by Appleby et al.  (Appleby et al., 2005) where they noticed decreased 
electron density for ADP in UCK2 crystals in complex with ADP and CMP that 
were kept a long time in mother liquor prior harvesting. In the ADP-soaked 
complex of UCK1, the CMP is fully absent. 
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ADP binds between the LID and the CORE domains at the strand-5-edge of the 
β-sheet. Compared to the phosphates, which are buried under the residues from 
helix E of the LID domain, the base and ribose are exposed. The ADP adenine 
ring makes stacking interactions with Arg168, and the exocyclic amino group 
(N6) of the adenine is hydrogen-bonded to the backbone carbonyl oxygen of 
Asp215. In UCK1 the adenine ring is bound in syn conformation, which is in 
contrast to how the adenine ring of ATP is bound in UCK2. The phosphates of the 
ADP form more interactions with the enzyme than the base and the ribose. 
Hydrogen bonds are formed between the phosphates and residues within the P-
loop. The interactions are mainly with main-chain atoms, but Lys36 and Ser37 
interact with their side chains. 
 
The internal flexibility of UCK1 is dependent on whether the enzyme is in 
ligand-free or ligand-bound state. High temperature factors of the residues situated 
in the acceptor binding domains are a result of a partly occupied substrate pocket. 
The work of Suzuki et al. (2004) shows that these regions become stabilized upon 
substrate binding. In addition to the β-hairpin, the NMP-binding domain and the 
LID domain, the B values are high for the residues situated on the loop between 
helix A and strand 2 and the loop connecting strand 5 with helix G. The last loop 
becomes less flexible when the phosphate donor binds to the enzyme. This is 
reflected by lower B factors for the residues in this region in the ADP complex 
compared with the ligand-free UCK1. 
 
4.3 Comparison with other enzymes 
4.3.1 Amino acid comparison 
The amino acid sequences of human UCK1 and UCK2 share 72% identity (Fig. 
13). As described earlier, uridine cytidine kinase is a very specific enzyme when it 
comes to the choice of the phosphate accepting substrate, and only uridine and 
cytidine are efficiently phosphorylated. On the basis of the structure of human 
UCK2 several residues were proposed to play a role as phosphate acceptor 
determinants (Suzuki, et al., 2004). A tyrosine, a histidine and an arginine 
(Tyr115, His120 and Arg178 using the human UCK1 numbering) bind the base of 
the acceptor. Depending on whether the base is a cytosine or a uracil, the tyrosine 
and the histidine swap between acting as hydrogen bond donor and acceptor. The 
pocket for the base is narrow and could not accommodate any purine bases. The 
preference for ribonucleoside over deoxyribonucleoside is assigned to an aspartic 
acid and an arginine (Asp87 and Arg169 in UCK1) which hydrogen bond with the 
2’-and 3’-hydroxyl groups of the ribose moiety. The catalytic base has been 
assigned to Asp65. These residues are conserved in UCK1 and UCK2. 
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P-loop
MAGDSEQTLQNHQQPNGGEPFLI GVSGGTASGKSSVC
MASAGGEDCESPAPEADRPHQR PFLI GVSGGTASGKSTVC
10 20 30 40
β1 αA
AKI VQLLGQNEVDYRQKQVVI LSQD SFYRVLTSEQKAKALKGQFNF
EKI MELLGQNEVEQRQRKVVI LSQD RFYKVLTAEQKAKALKGQYNF
50 60 70 80
β2 αB
DHPDAFDNELI LKTLKEI TEGKTVQI PVYDFVSHSRKEETVTVYPA
DHPDAFDNDLMHRTLKNI VEGKTVEVPTYDFVTHSRLPETTVVYPA
90 100 110 120 130
αC β1’ β2’ β3’ β4’
DVVLFEGI LAFYSQEVRDLFQMKLFVDTDADTRLSRRVLRDI SERG
DVVLFEGI LVFYSQEI RDMFHLRLFVDTDSDVRLSRRVLRDVR RG
140 150 160 170
β3 αD β4 αE
RDLEQI LSQYI TFVKPAFEEFCLPTKKYADVI I PRGADNLVAI NLI
RDLEQI LTQYTTFVKPAFEEFCLPTKKYADVI I PRGVDNMVAI NLI
180 190 200 210 220
αF β5
VQHI QDI LNGGPSKRQTNGCLNG YTPSRKRQA
VQHI QDI LNGDI CKW HRGGSNGRSYKRTFSEPGDHPGMLTSGKRSH
230 240 250 260
αG
SESSSRPH
LESSSRPH
270
❉
Fig. 13. Sequence alignment of human UCK1 (Q9HA47) and UCK2 (Q9BZX2). The second-
ary structure elements and the sequence numbering correspond to UCK1. Helix αB  corre-
sponds to the NMP-binding domain, the strands indicated with an apostrophe make up the 
β-hairpin motif, and helices αE and αF make up the LID domain. The P-loop motif is boxed, 
the catalytic base is indicated with a star, and the residues involved in acceptor binding are 
shown against gray background. The alignment was made using ClustalW (Chenna et al., 
2003) and Alscript (Barton 1993).  
 
4.3.2 Structural comparison 
4.3.2.1 UCK1 compared with UCK2 
The structures of human UCK1 and UCK2 are almost identical. This is not 
surprising when considering the high sequence identity between the two enzymes. 
It has been reported that UCK2 forms two types of tetramers in the crystals 
(Suzuki, et al., 2004). The ligand-free and the product-bound (ADP- and CMP-
bound) UCK2 form a symmetric tetramer with 222 fold symmetry. On the other 
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(Cyd-bound) UCK2 are distorted and less symmetrical. The biological relevance, 
if any, of the asymmetric tetramer is not known. UCK1 assembles into a 
symmetric tetramer similar to the one observed for the apo and product bound 
UCK2.  
 
Two main conformations of the UCK2 monomer have been described (Suzuki, 
et al., 2004). Depending on whether the phosphate acceptor site is occupied or 
empty the enzyme adopts a closed or an open conformation, respectively. The 
structure of UCK1 described in this thesis shows the enzyme in a semi-closed 
form (Fig. 14). The LID, the NMP-binding domain and the top of the β-hairpin are 
not as close to each other as in the UCK2 closed conformation, and they are not as 
separated as in the open conformation. Suzuki et al. proposed that the phosphate 
acceptor might bind in an ordered manner, where the ribose moiety binds first and 
induces formation of the base binding pocket. The semi-closed conformation of 
the UCK1 may be a representation of the sequential binding of the substrate such 
that the sugar moiety is bound but the base binding pocket is not yet formed, and 
therefore the cytosine and the ligating residues are flexible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CMP
ADP
UCK1 semi-closed
UCK2 open
UCK2 closed
Fig. 14. Superposition of semi-closed 
UCK1 (light gray) with  open UCK2 
(gray), and with closed UCK2 (black). The 
closed UCK2 is in complex with  ADP and 
CMP. The CORE domain was used for 
superposition.  
 
4.3.2.2 Comparison of a ribonucleoside kinase with a deoxyribonucleoside kinase 
Deoxyribonucleoside kinase (with exception of TK1-like enzymes) and 
ribonucleoside kinases are members of the NMPK fold family. Human dGK and 
UCK1 may be superimposed with an r.m.s.d. of 1.9 Å for 94 Cα atoms. The 
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and the NMP-binding domains of UCK are in dGK substituted by two helix-rich 
domains (Fig. 15). A further difference between the NKs and dNKs is the acceptor 
binding. UCK binds the base of the acceptor with residues situated on the β-
hairpin, the NMP-binding domain and the LID-domain, whereas in dGK the 
substrate is bound by residues situated on the helical domain, while the arginine 
rich LID domain binds the phosphates of the donor or feedback inhibitor 
(Johansson, et al., 2001). Unlike the tetrameric UCK, dGK is a dimer with the 
dimer interface formed between two long α-helices which correspond to the β-
hairpin in UCK. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
UCK1 dGK
Fig. 15. Cartoon representation of  UCK1 and dGK monomers.  
 
What are the structural bases for UCK being a strict ribonucleoside kinase and 
dGK and TK for having a strong preference for deoxyribonucleosides? Both in 
dNKs and in TK1-like enzymes, the 3’-position is hydrogen-bonded to the 
enzyme. In dNKs there are two conserved amino acids, a tyrosine and a glutamic 
acid, that form hydrogen bonds between the side chains and the 3’-hydroxyl 
group. In the TK1-like enzymes the interaction is with the main chain atoms of a 
glycine situated on the lasso loop and a aspartic acid situated just at the beginning 
of the P-β-hairpin (Johansson, et al., 2001; Sabini, et al., 2003; Welin et al., 
2004). The 2’-position is in both enzyme families crowded with hydrophobic 
residues and a 2’-hydroxyl group would cause steric interference and hinder 
proper binding. In NKs however, there is an aspartic acid and an asparagine that 
form hydrogen bonds with 2’- and 3’-hydroxyl groups (Schumacher et al., 2000; 
Suzuki, et al., 2004). According to Suzuki et al. the binding tothe sugar moiety is 
crucial for the formation of the base recognition site (Suzuki, et al., 2004). 
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5. Conclusions and future perspectives 
5.1 Thymidine kinase 
The initial goal of this doctoral work was to determine the 3D-strucutre of TK 
from the opportunistic pathogen Ureaplasma urealyticum. U. urealyticum lacks 
the ability of de novo synthesis of dNTPs, and has to rely on its salvage enzymes, 
Uu-TK and dAK, for the synthesis of DNA precursors. Therefore, Uu-TK was 
evaluated as a potential prodrug activator for future antibacterial therapies. 
Moreover, to learn more about TKs, the structures of TKs of two bacillus species 
were determined. 
 
Based on the results described in this thesis we can divide dNKs into two 
structurally separate groups, where TK1-like enzymes create a group of their own. 
The only structural and sequential similarity between TK1-like enzymes and other 
dNKs is the P-loop situated on a junction between a β-strand and an α-helix. The 
active site of TK1-like enzymes is situated in a hydrophobic cleft between a rigid 
α/β domain and a flexible lasso domain. No major differences in the active sites of 
the bacterial TKs and hTK1 have been observed, which limits the future design of 
selective antibacterial agents. However, the structures described in this thesis 
provide interesting information regarding conformational changes during the time 
of reaction. The structures of the TKs where neither acceptor nor feedback 
inhibitor is bound show an open active site with a flexible lasso-domain. The lasso 
becomes stabilized upon substrate binding and closes down over the active site. A 
highly intriguing finding was the conformational change of the quaternary 
structure induced by the binding of dTTP at the phosphate donor site. A less tight 
tetramer is formed in the presence of a phosphate donor than when the donor site 
is unoccupied. 
 
A glutamic acid has been proposed to act as a catalytic base, but the complete 
picture of the reaction mechanism is still to be elucidated. For this purpose a 
productive complex is desirable. Complexes such as: TK with both substrates (a 
non-hydrolyzable ATP analog and dT) and Mg-ion, TK with both products (ADP 
and dTMP), bisubstrate analogs such as AP4dT or AP5dT with Mg-ion, and TK 
with Mg-ion, ADP, dT and suitable transition state mimicking compounds e.g. 
AlF4
¯, BeF3
¯. Moreover, the oligomeric structure of TK1-like enzymes needs 
further investigation. Hopefully, mutational studies, and native molecular mass 
determinations with ultracentrifugation and dynamic light scattering analysis, will 
clarify the matter of the oligomeric state of TKs. 
 
5.2 Uridine-cytidine kinase 1 
UCK1 is sequentially as well as structurally highly similar to UCK2. These 
enzymes have a tissue specific expression pattern and show different enzymatic 
properties. Structure determination of the UCK1 enzyme was conducted with the 
expectation to provide some possible explanations for those differences. In order 
to study the active site, the UCK1 was co-crystallized with CMP and soaked with   50
the second product ADP. While the structures of UCK2 show two major 
conformations of the enzyme (one open and one closed), the UCK1 was trapped in 
a semi-closed conformation. This form may support the hypothesis of a sequential 
substrate binding mode. The ADP binds in a similar way as to UCK2 with the 
exception for the adenine base which is in syn conformation in UCK1. There are 
not many interactions between the ring and the sugar of the ADP and the enzyme, 
which confirms the low specificity for the nucleotide as a phosphate donor. 
Unfortunately, the CMP did not bind strongly enough to stabilize the acceptor 
biding site. Many of the residues, which in UCK2 were identified as acceptor 
binding, are flexible in UCK1. More complex studies are therefore needed in order 
to explain the reasons for the diverse substrate specificities of UCK1 and UCK2.   51 
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